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Love—on the rocks.... The last thing Vaughan Hewson expects to find when he
returns to his childhood home is a broken hearted bride in his shower, let alone
the drama and chaos that come with her. Lydia Green doesn't know whether to
scream or cry in a corner. Discovering the love of your life is having an affair on
your wedding day is bad enough. Finding out it's with his best man is another
thing all together. Just when this runaway bride has nowhere left to turn, a
handsome stranger offers her a broad, muscular shoulder to cry on. Vaughan is
the exact opposite of the picture perfect, respected businessmen she's normally
drawn to. This former musician-turned-bartender is rough around the edges and
is facing his own crossroads. But Lydia's already tried Mr. Right and discovered
he's all wrong--maybe it's time to give Mr. Right Now a chance. After all, what's
wrong with getting dirty? Dirty is the first book in the Dive Bar series from
bestselling author Kylie Scott.
When Reggie finds an old journal and reads about the Vours, supernatural
creatures who feast on fear and attack on the eve of the winter solstice, she
assumes they are just the musings of some lunatic author. But soon, they
become a terrifying reality when she begins to suspect that her timid younger
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brother might be one of their victims. Risking her life and her sanity, Reggie
enters a living nightmare to save the people she loves. Can she devour own her
fears before they devour her? Bone-chilling, terrifying, thrilling...what are you
waiting for?
THE A-LIST BITES. Jason Freeman is stoked when his family relocates to
exclusive DeVere Heights, Malibu. The in-crowd at his posh new high school is
surprisingly friendly -- soon Jason's hitting all the best parties. He even meets the
token hot-but-unattainable girl. Determined to enjoy his almost postcard-perfect
new life, Jason tries hard to ignore the many strange things going down in
DeVere Heights. But then a girl washes up dead the morning after one off-thehook party -- and with no explanation but a suspicious-looking bite mark. Now
Jason has to admit that what you don't want to know can hurt you.
The New York Times Best Seller Experience the Star Wars saga reimagined as
an Elizabethan drama penned by William Shakespeare himself, complete with
authentic meter and verse, and theatrical monologues and dialogue by everyone
from Darth Vader to R2D2. Return once more to a galaxy far, far away with this
sublime retelling of George Lucas’s epic Star Wars in the style of the immortal
Bard of Avon. The saga of a wise (Jedi) knight and an evil (Sith) lord, of a
beautiful princess held captive and a young hero coming of age, Star Wars
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abounds with all the valor and villainy of Shakespeare’s greatest plays. Authentic
meter, stage directions, reimagined movie scenes and dialogue, and hidden
Easter eggs throughout will entertain and impress fans of Star Wars and
Shakespeare alike. Every scene and character from the film appears in the play,
along with twenty woodcut-style illustrations that depict an Elizabethan version of
the Star Wars galaxy. Zounds! This is the book you’re looking for.
He kidnapped me. That was how I met Atlas Hyde. A man known by many
names and admired by all. But most didn't know he was ruthless, conniving, and
always got what he wanted. No matter the cost. I was a good girl. Never in
trouble with the law. Never took drugs. Always did precisely what was expected
of me. Even with his hand around my throat and words that cut sharper than
knives, I couldn't help but wonder what happened to this beautiful man to make
him that way. That wonder disappeared when he threatened to kill my sister if I
didn't follow his dark demands. The good girl I once knew had now been buried
alive beneath this game of hatred and lust. And I had a feeling Atlas Hyde never
lost.
Savannah's most unconventional tattoo artist, Riley Poe, lives on the edge. Now
she's put over the edge when her younger brother is taken by a sinister cult led
by vampires. Her only ally is the hot-tempered vampire Eli Dupre, attracted to
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Riley's beauty and rare blood type. To save her brother from certain un-death,
Riley faces dangers she's never dreamed of, ruthless bloodthirsty enemies, and
an evil of endless hunger that wants to devour it all...
A man who has it all reunites with a woman who takes it all off in a Las Vegas
romance from the bestselling author of Forever My Girl, now a major motion
picture! They don’t call it the Strip for nothing. . . . Living in Sin City, Finn
McCormick is no stranger to one-night stands, but the last person he expects to
find losing big on the casino floor is a former high school fling. Even though
Macey Webster’s clearly down on her luck, she’s still a knockout, and she’s
dressed like a stripper—because she is one. Drunk off an unfamiliar cocktail of
lust, pity, and compassion, Finn offers to pay Macey’s debts if she cuddles up to
him around town . . . and does whatever he wants between the sheets. Macey
came to Vegas for one reason only: money. She’s got a young daughter to
support, and the tips really are bigger in Vegas. But when she blows her earnings
on blackjack, her guardian angel is the rich boy who once stole her heart and
never called her back. Although Macey would love to turn the tables on Finn, she
can’t afford to refuse his proposition—and soon she’s enjoying herself much
more than she cares to admit. Macey’s used to baring her flesh, but baring her
soul will take far more courage. Praise for Stripped Bare “Finn is the super sexy
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billionaire every reader will drool over! A far, far hotter version of Pretty Woman
that will leave you holding your breath ’til the end!”—Christi Barth, author of the
Naked Men series “An amusing retake of Pretty Woman, entertains with
blistering physical desire and witty banter amid high-stakes personal conflicts. . . .
The conflicted hero and unsinkable heroine make a great pair in this sexy
contemporary with a heart of gold.”—Publishers Weekly “Five amazing stars for
Heidi McLaughlin.”—Books & Boys Book Blog “Five stars . . . The story pulls at
your heartstrings at times and you really cannot help but want Macey to get the
HEA.”—Mrs. B’s Books “Get ready! It’s a wonderful book that you’re sure to
love.”—FMR Book Grind “Stripped Bare is the stuff adult fairy tales are made
of.”—Book Angel Booktopia “What a great five-star story this was. A sweet, sexy
read that made me swoon, smile and managed to make me shed a few tears
along the way.”—TDC Book Reviews Includes an excerpt from another
Loveswept title.
In a nation on the brink of war, a young art student's star-crossed love begins to
bloom in the first book of the New York Times bestselling epic fantasy trilogy by
award-winning author Laini Taylor. Around the world, black handprints are
appearing on doorways, scorched there by winged strangers who have crept
through a slit in the sky. In a dark and dusty shop, a devil's supply of human teeth
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grown dangerously low. And in the tangled lanes of Prague, a young art student
is about to be caught up in a brutal otherworldly war. Meet Karou. She fills her
sketchbooks with monsters that may or may not be real; she's prone to
disappearing on mysterious "errands"; she speaks many languages -- not all of
them human; and her bright blue hair actually grows out of her head that color.
Who is she? That is the question that haunts her, and she's about to find out.
When one of the strangers -- beautiful, haunted Akiva -- fixes his fire-colored
eyes on her in an alley in Marrakesh, the result is blood and starlight, secrets
unveiled, and a star-crossed love whose roots drink deep of a violent past. But
will Karou live to regret learning the truth about herself?
She's young, innocent and rich... Catarina Mendes, at twenty-one, is finally a free
and independent woman. However, it's freedom at a price.... Bound to a
stranger... Jake Ramirez has become guardian to Cat. He must protect her from
unscrupulous men and find her a husband. By her most precious gift! Jake is
overwhelmed by Cat's beauty, but she's still a virgin. Can he resist bedding
her--before he finds her a suitable husband...?
'Their names are Karl, Lottie and Nev, and they work in a coffee shop. That's all
you need to know. Actually, you don't even need to know their names that much;
you just need to recognise the sort of people they are - the care-worn balding
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thirty-year-old, keenly aware he's on the final lap of his youth, the girl who frets
about everything (but food in particular), and the chirpy big-eyed twat with one of
those unfortunate faces that you just want to hit ...' For five years, BUNNY
SUICIDES author Andy Riley has delighted Observer Magazine readers with his
dark and funny weekly strip - Roasted. Now collected together for the first time,
here are the ongoing adventures of three wasters in a coffee shop - making an
essential guide to the modern world for fans and newcomers alike.
"I gave it all up to be happy. I'd give it all up again for you."Cassie is bored with
her predictable, rule-filled life. When on a tropical beach for a destination
wedding, she decides to cast those rules aside, let her hair down, and be a little
unpredictable.That's when she meets a handsome bartender, Wyatt.Wyatt knows
the island like the back of his hand. And after sunny days spent breaking all the
rules on the beach together, Cassie realizes that nobody has ever listened to her
the way that Wyatt does. His carefree life is enviable, his kisses are intoxicating,
and she can almost imagine a life with him.But all vacations come to an end. And
when Cassie invites him to visit her hometown, Wyatt reveals that he can never
go back. Not to her town. Not to America. Not to civilization.Cassie leaves,
confused and heartbroken, wondering just who she got herself involved with.
Suddenly, her predictable life gets turned upside down when she sees her picture
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splashed across the Internet. And when the tabloids come looking for the woman
who found the lost billionaire, she has no idea what to do......until he comes back.
The A-list bites. Jason Freeman has gotten used to the fact that beneath its
glamorous surface, DeVere Heights is full of unexpected secrets. And vampires.
Then just when he thinks he's golden, he's attacked. With a crossbow. At first the
attention Jason gets from his crush, Sienna, makes the wound almost worthwhile
-- especially after she breaks up with Brad. But the crossbow-wielding lunatic isn't
finished, and his next victim is found dead with a bolt through the heart. As
tensions rise at DeVere High, suspicions about the attacker point to pretty much
anyone. There's something cold and hard in Brad's eyes-the look of a killer?
Nah....
Vampire Beach 1Bloodlust; InitiationSimon and Schuster
When Jason's friend, Tyler, shows up at Devere Heights, Jason is at first excited,
but quickly realizes that Tyler is running from some kind of crisis and, without
knowing about the town's secret, he unknowingly places himself in mortal danger.
When Jason Freeman moves to Malibu, he thinks his life is picture-perfect, until a
girl washes up dead the morning after a party with suspicious-looking bite marks.
He is a lethal vampire, bound by an ancient curse. She is an agent of homeland
security, investigating a dangerous cult. Theirs is a Blood Destiny about to
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unfold… Descended from the progeny of Celestial Gods and humans, Nathaniel
Silivasi is handsome, seductive, and powerful beyond measure: a lethal vampire.
Belonging to an ancient civilization that sacrificed its females to the verge of
extinction, he is also cursed. Like all the sons of Jadon, he is incapable of
producing female offspring and required to sacrifice a first born son as atonement
for the sins of his forefathers. While he belongs to a modern civilization, he is
bound by primeval law. When Jocelyn Levi stumbles upon Nathaniel's pristine
mountain valley, she is not prepared for the collision of worlds she is about to
encounter. As an agent of the homeland security department, ICE, the beautiful,
defiant female has an agenda of her own: to stop the ritualistic slaughter of
innocent young women by a human trafficking ring. Little does she know, the evil
she seeks is unlike anything she has ever witnessed. She has entered a world of
warriors, code, and mystery, where the predators are divided only by degrees of
light and shadow, and the dark handsome stranger who has come to her aid is
the most dangerous of all. What would you do if the moon turned red, and your
life was no longer your own?
Jason Freeman is torn, wondering which natural wonder is more deserving of his
attention - the awesome-looking Malibu surf, or Sienna Devereux, who lounges
on the beach. He lives in Malibu, has a gorgeous girlfriend and some very cool
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friends - most of whom just happen to be vampires. The vampire clique are
settling in for a good summer. Jason is hoping that things will be calmer than they
have been over the last few months. But their peace is shattered when evidence
emerges that there's a vampire hunter in town. Friends are going missing and
then reappearing with no real memory of what's happened to them. What's really
going on?
When Zoe reveals proof of vampires to the world, has she sentenced the one she
loves to death? After years of being alone, Rowan is ready to end his immortal
life. Weak from starvation and overcome by bloodlust, he attacks someone in
public and is captured by police. When Zoe discovers that the intriguing, new
prisoner brought to the jail where she works is a dangerous vampire, she can't
resist revealing the evidence to the world. But as she gets to know him, she
realizes he's not the monster everyone thinks he is. Rowan's life finally has
meaning again as more vampires come forward and he learns he's not as alone
as he thought. But his chances of release disappear when the world explodes at
the discovery of vampires, and he knows he'll die in prison. There's only one way
Zoe can save the vampire she's fallen in love with, but is she brave enough to
give up everything for him?
How do you survive when you become the one thing you despise? It's vamps like
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Roric who make humans believe vampires have a right to live in human society.
He doesn't drink human blood, he's never even taken a vein, and the idea of
infecting a human is abhorrent to him. As leader of the Vampire Enforcement
Agency, his job is to find and capture the vamps who betray humans' recentlyearned trust. Until one human woman tempts him to break all the rules. When
Roric intercepts a rogue vamp attack and finds Caroline dying, he can't resist her
blood or her beauty, and in a moment of passion he does the unthinkable. But
Caroline despises the monsters who killed her parents, and she'd rather die than
be a vampire. With vamp attacks at an all-time high and Caroline resisting him at
every turn, Roric's job, his family, even his life is at risk. Worse, Caroline's
attacker wants her just as bad as Roric does, and he knows Roric's secret. Roric
will do anything to earn Caroline's trust, but can he keep her safe long enough to
convince her that life as a vampire isn't a death sentence? If you like sexy,
thrilling paranormal romance/urban fantasy stories by authors like JR Ward, Bella
Forrest, and IT Lucas, you'll love Compelled by the Vampire. This PNR/UF series
is appropriate for ages 18+ . Scroll up and grab your copy now!
When Paige suggests spending Spring Break in Las Vegas the Malibu crowd
jump at the chance and Jason is overwhelmed by the money, clubs and
champagne that flows 24 hours a day. But when Paige's old boyfriend, Mark
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Lessard, turns up, things suddenly get dangerous.
Winner of the 2007 National Book Critics Circle Award for Criticism A New York
Times Book Review Top Ten Book of the Year Time magazine Top Ten
Nonfiction Book of 2007 Newsweek Favorite Books of 2007 A Washington Post
Book World Best Book of 2007 In this sweeping and dramatic narrative, Alex
Ross, music critic for The New Yorker, weaves together the histories of the
twentieth century and its music, from Vienna before the First World War to Paris
in the twenties; from Hitler's Germany and Stalin's Russia to downtown New York
in the sixties and seventies up to the present. Taking readers into the labyrinth of
modern style, Ross draws revelatory connections between the century's most
influential composers and the wider culture. The Rest Is Noise is an astonishing
history of the twentieth century as told through its music.
He was supposed to glue my broken heart back together. Instead he threw me
away.Now he's just another rock star asshole.He gets everything he wants.But
not me. Not again.Ethan Strong was the first man I ever loved. He was the one
person who understood me, the one person who made me feel whole, the one
person who set my body on fire.We were supposed to be together forever. Then
things got hard and Ethan forced me to choose between him and everything I've
worked for.Now he's back in my life. He says we'll be friends. It's been a long
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time. I can forgive, but I can't seem to forget. The taste of his lips, the sound of
his groans in my ears, those calloused fingers between my legs-- I'm going out of
my mind remembering all the pleasure he brought me.Worse, I keep thinking of
how happy he made me.I can't fall back in love with Ethan. It doesn't matter how
badly I crave his gorgeous blue eyes, his tattooed arms, and his strong guitarists'
hands. It doesn't matter that his smile still lights me up inside. It doesn't matter
that I need him like I need oxygen.I'm not giving Ethan another chance to throw
me away.
While trying to expose a private security firm hired by the government to
weaponize scrabs, Clara and Team Seven face their biggest threat yet--their own
demons.
His name when he was human was Kern, and it seemed he had been running
forever, for he had become the most feared of beings, a werewolf.
A high-stakes sci-fi adventure about a teen girl who will do anything to escape
her troubled home--even if that means joining a dangerous monster-fighting
squad.
The alpha gave me a baby. While snorkeling in the Caribbean, I got lost. I
washed up on a remote island, only to be confronted by a very handsome, but
utterly pissed alpha male. Tom is sullen, stormy, and gorgeous. He’s got piercing
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blue eyes, a square jaw, and six pack abs that make my mouth water. Evidently,
he’s the caretaker for this private island and sees me as nothing more than a
pain in the ass … until one fateful night. To say that there were fireworks is putting
things lightly. But then, the secrets begin coming out. Tom's not just the
caretaker. He owns this island. In fact, he’s an actor. A famous one. He’s even
won an Academy Award! Is it my fault that I never watch TV or movies? I’m
stunned, but I have my own secret too because now I’m expecting his child. But
will the alpha male ever know? After all, the island keeps its secrets … and my
pregnancy is only the beginning. This is a secret baby second chance romance
where our sassy heroine is filled with spirit and fire. Brynn’s outraged that Tom
didn’t tell her the truth about his identity from the get-go, and she’s going to
make sure he knows it! But never fear, they get their happily ever after because
the baby needs both of his parents. No cheating, no cliffhangers, and always an
HEA for my readers.
Rapunzel tries to live a normal life after her escape from the Wild and the fairy
tale plots it imposes, but when the Wild takes over her town, it is her daughter
Julie who tries to prevent everyone from being trapped in a story.
"Matteo, I want that necklace. Whatever it takes, find it and bring it to me."
Prickly, buttoned-up racing team owner Abby Ellison isn't legendary playboy
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Matteo Di Sione's type. But Abby has something he needs—a necklace prized by
his grandfather—and where his lethal charm doesn't work, sponsorship of her
team does! As they travel from Dubai to Monte Carlo to Brazil, Matteo thrives on
the thrill of the racing world and the surprising allure of innocent Abby. But when
he discovers the secret that drives Abby's ambition, Matteo realises he can't just
take the necklace and walk away…
The enormously puzzling TV series The Prisoner has developed a rapt cult
following, and has often been described as "surreal" or "Kafkaesque." In I Am
(Not) a Number, Cox takes an opposing view. While the series has surreal
elements, he believes it provides the answers to all the questions which have
confounded viewers: who is Number 6? Who runs The Village? Who—or what—is
Number 1? According to Cox, the key is to view the series in the order in which
the episodes were made, not in the order of the UK or US television screenings.
In this book he does exactly that, and provides an entirely original and
controversial "explanation" for what is perhaps the best, and certainly the most
perplexing, TV series of all time.
Sheikh Ra'id Al Maktabi has mastered the wild, inhospitable desert out of
necessity. But the sexy stowaway who has clambered onto his yacht he'll tame
for fun…. He assumes that socialite Antonia Ruggiero is used to being pampered
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and preened. But on his boat, Ra'id is the master. So he'll put her to work
clearing the decks—and after hours pleasure her in his bed…. But that's until they
get to dry land, where the only mistress Ra'id obeys is duty. Or so he thinks—until
he gets an unexpected surprise! Now Antonia is with her sheikh for the journey….
Meet the Maverick Billionaires'sexy, self-made men from the wrong side of town
who survived hell together and now have everything they ever wanted. But when
each Maverick falls head-over-heels for an incredible woman he never saw
coming, he will soon find that true love is the only thing he ever really needed...
"In this third book by NYT bestseller Emma Chase, Matthew Fisher --the best
friend of Drew Evans from TANGLED and TWISTED -- wants to settle down, but
he'll have to overcome the mistrust of the colorful and unique Dee Dee Warren"-Sam and Dean Winchester know all the secrets their father recorded in his
journal. Now you can, too. On November 2, 1983, Sam and Dean Winchester lost
their mother to a demonic supernatural force. In the wake of the tragedy, their
father, John, set out to learn everything he could about the paranormal evil that
lives in the dark corners and on the back roads of America . . . and how to kill it.
In his personal journal, he not only compiled folklore, legend, and superstition
about all manner of otherworldly enemies but he also recorded his
experiences—hunting the creature that killed his wife even as he raised his two
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sons. Part prequel, part resource guide, John Winchester's Journal finally gives
fans the ultimate companion book for Supernatural. It's all here: the exorcism
Sam and Dean used in "Phantom Traveler," John's notes on everything from
shape-shifters to Samuel Colt, Dean's first hunt, Sam's peewee soccer team . . .
and John's single-minded pursuit of a growing and deadly evil.
High stakes: For once, things for Jason and his vampire girlfried, Sienna, are
right on track: great friends, great life, no great drama. Then Sienna's older sister,
Paige, comes home unexpectedly from college in Paris. . . Paige is sexy,
sophisticated and full of wild ideas - such as spending spring break in Las Vegas.
Jason soon finds that life in Malibu may be intense, but life in Vegas is insane.
And when Paige's controlling ex-boyfriend turns up, things quickly go from daring
to dangerous. Now Jason and Sienna are caught right in the middle of it all.
In his senior year at DeVere High, Jason Freeman must decide if he will
transform himself into a vampire to be allowed to be with his girlfriend, Sienna,
forever.
Jett Olsson isn’t looking for anything serious and she’s not looking for anything
at all, so why does it seem so hard to keep it professional? I love my life—the thrill
of being on the ice as part of the Arizona Vengeance, the rush of winning, the
adoration of the fans. And if that adoration means I don’t have to spend the night
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alone, well even better. I’m content being single and always ready to mingle. But
the day Emory Holland walks into a Vengeance team meeting my attention is
caught like never before. I can tell right away she’s full of smarts and sass, and
the fact that she’s hot as hell sure doesn’t hurt either. She immediately shuts
down my advances, so I opt for the road less traveled—straight to the friend zone.
My approach works like a charm, and when she invites me into her bed for a nostrings, friends-with-benefits arrangement, I vow to give her everything I have.
She’s been hurt before, and if I’m able to help her heal while giving her a
spectacularly satisfying time *pats self on back*, then I’ll be happy. Or at least
that’s the lie I keep telling myself as the time ticks down on the final buzzer of
our “relationship”. Now the real question is, can I score the winning goal in a
game neither of us realized we were playing?
From the bestselling author of The Midnight Library, an “irresistible...full of clever
turns, darkly hilarious spins...Even if you're suffering from vampire fatigue...The
Radleys is a fun, fresh contribution to the genre” (Associated Press). Just about
everyone knows a family like the Radleys. Many of us grew up next door to one.
They are a modern family, averagely content, averagely dysfunctional, living in a
staid and quiet suburban English town. Peter is an overworked doctor whose
wife, Helen, has become increasingly remote and uncommunicative. Rowan,
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their teenage son, is being bullied at school, and their anemic daughter, Clara,
has recently become a vegan. They are typical, that is, save for one devastating
exception: Peter and Helen are vampires and have—for seventeen years—been
abstaining by choice from a life of chasing blood in the hope that their children
could live normal lives. One night, Clara finds herself driven to commit a
shocking—and disturbingly satisfying—act of violence, and her parents are forced
to explain their history of shadows and lies. A police investigation is launched that
uncovers a richness of vampire history heretofore unknown to the general public.
And when the malevolent and alluring Uncle Will, a practicing vampire, arrives to
throw the police off Clara’s trail, he winds up throwing the whole house into
temptation and turmoil and unleashing a host of dark secrets that threaten the
Radleys’ marriage. The Radleys is a moving, thrilling, and radiant domestic
novel that explores with daring the lengths a parent will go to protect a child, what
it costs you to deny your identity, the undeniable appeal of sin, and the
everlasting, iridescent bonds of family love. Read it and ask what we grow into
when we grow up, and what we gain—and lose—when we deny our appetites.
"Following her adored father's death, a teenager named Autumn Falls is forced to
relocate to a new school in Florida for sophomore year. And when Autumn
receives an enchanted gift: a journal that literally brings Autumn's writing to
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life--anything could happen. Could the journal be imbued with her dad's spirit?"-Copyright: fcca66eec0179aae9a4637985a8fe6bf
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